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The end is in sight... sailing this summer?
On April the 2nd Coronovirus restrictions were eased a little more, and as a result boatyards were busy with
owners who live locally to their boats, making preparations to get their craft afloat.
In this edition we bring you some of the RYA's published interpretation on the various restrictions and
how they apply to leisure boating.
In particular, CCC has been paying attention to how to conduct various events and stay within the guidelines.
The cancelled Opening Muster has been the main casualty for the season, as this is primarily a social event, and
the restrictions are mainly aimed at social events.
But getting on the water and sailing isn't a target for the restrictions, provided certain precautions can be taken.
For example the Scottish Series is going ahead, albeit modified from previous years. There's no social activities
ashore planned by your regatta committee in this year's Scottish Series, but a full program of racing is planned
over the revised three days. With the racing distributed at venues around the Clyde, as three seperate activities,
with no mixing between them, distancing and the prevention of mixing can be safely acheived.
The Tunnocks Flotilla likewise is going ahead, on the basis that there's no mixing of crews planned, just a flotilla
of boats crusing around on the Clyde, and giving "Three Cheers for the RNLI" (complete with flags, bunting,
hooters, noise and yelling from boats). (More details on CCC website).
The St Kilda Challenge will be restricted to a passage race only, with final details to be released in early April.
Watch the website www.thestkildachallenge.co.uk for up to date info.
Later in the year conditions should ‐ hopefully ‐ allow for the slightly modified Tobermory Race to start, and run
its course, followed by the Cruise in company to Vatersay to celebrate the CCCs 111th anniversary (in lieu of the
110th we were unable to celebrate).
The Covid Rules might seem confusing. They are further complicated by the need to make changes as
conditions dictate, but with the Scottish Government now in Purdah (election mode), only emergency tightening
of restrictions are likely be made, no change to the relaxation schedule is likely. This means that planning can be
done and from April 5th travel within a local authority area for
organised sport is allowed. And essential maintenance can be
conducted on boats further afield.
From April 26th, travel is allowed further to join organised
physically distanced sports. But there will be regional and age
restrictions on the level system.
From May 17th travel is allowed between even more relaxed
areas. From early June and again in late June the rules are
scheduled to be relaxed further still. This is summarized
graphically on Page 10, in an extract from the RYA website. Far
more detail is available on the Scottish Government's website
too.

Guess where !

Updating your charts. Is it Mission Impossible?
by Paul McNeill

Are you a prudent mariner? Do you tow a barge behind you with a spare engine?
Do you keep a spare rudder in your garden shed? (Take note Clive Reeves because lightning can strike twice!)
During the 20 years I delivered RYA Training on the West of Scotland it was part of my job to encourage leisure
sailors to become prudent navigators. This was easier said than done when it came to the business of chart
updates.
If this article contains too much information to digest you can just skip to the good news in my last paragraph!
If we go back 20 years some sailing magazines contained selected chart corrections in some but not all of their
monthly editions. This was easier than wading through the Admiralty Notice to Mariners which was user unfriendly
for the part time leisure sailor.
A big improvement came later with the UKHO web based NTM searchable by chart number. The prudent navigator
could now search and select a limited number of chart corrections based on the planned cruising area. The
selected information had then to be entered by hand on the prudent navigator’s paper chart providing it was a
Standard Nautical Chart. You could of course avoid that hassle by purchasing a new SNC at £25 where it would be
corrected to the date of sale if you purchased it from an approved UKHO agent. If you got it at a boat jumble you
would have to do some research assuming of course that you are a prudent navigator.
Once you have a new SNC the ball is now in your court to keep up to speed with the chart corrections but that is
not the full story. UKHO NTMs are only available from the date of the last edition of that chart so if you got
behind with your annual corrections the corrections might not be there to see and you might have to buy another
new SNC.
You are not going to do that because you are no longer using SNCs. You are now using one or more of the UKHO
leisure chart folios covering most but not all of the West Coast of Scotland.

These folios did indeed represent good value for money at £50 per folio covering an average of 12 SNCs which
would have cost £300. The bad news assuming you are a prudent navigator is that these charts are not corrected
to the date of sale but to the date of publication of that folio. To correct your new folio you may have to go
back through several years of corrections. Don’t confuse leisure editions with leisure folios. These are 2 separate
UKHO products.
Shall we look at UKHO Leisure Folio 5611 Mull of Kintyre to Ardnamurchan? The latest editon was in 2016. If you
buy this folio today the list of corrections runs to 40 pages with several corrections on each page. Perhaps wait
for the next edition? You will have a long wait.
Are you keeping up to speed or have you lost the plot? It does not matter because these leisure folios have been
discontinued based on the assumption that you are no longer using paper charts anyway. I did say you could skip
to my last paragraph.
I would hazard a guess that 90% of leisure sailors are using digital charts as their primary means of navigation so
how easy is it to correct a digital chart? It depends on how many Angels you can get on the head of a pin.
Being a retired RYA Instructor may partly explain my apparent obsession with charts and corrections but there is
a more compelling reason.
In 2005 I was returning from St.Kilda with 5 RYA Trainees when the wind died on us as we rounded the bottom of
Taransay. Engine on and sails stowed I gave one of my trainees the task of piloting us into the main anchorage of
Loch nh” Uidhe. I approved the plan to run along the 10 meter contour parallel to the coastline and gave
another trainee a secondary port tidal calculation to anticipate how much more of the 1 meter rock would be
visible or not on our arrival.
As we motored along about 4 or 5 knots there was a BANG and the boat shuddered.
The bow rose up then fell off to starboard and by the time the throttle control had been put into neutral we had
passed the obstruction. There could have been serious injuries but only one person had bruised shins. I was also
fortunate having a unique cast iron keel which can take a lot of punishment. There was no ingress of water over
the following days via the 12 keel studs and later out of water inspection revealed only a minor scratch on my
Tandem Wing Keel.
We returned to the point of impact and in the clear sunlight could see the rock we had hit and it was definitely
not on the chart. I noted the GPS position to 3 decimal places and the time of impact and later did a height of
tide calculation to CD. I sent this information to UKHO and it promptly appeared on their Notice to Mariners but
it would be several years before it would appear on the next edition of BA Chart 2841 as a rock awash at CD. It
has the legend Rep.2005 because it has not been surveyed so UKHO are not saying it is there but reported as
being there.
Fast forward to 2019 and if CCC had a prize for the most adventurous rock dodgers I would nominate Norman
and Gillian Smith now on their 4th boat Curlew. They have spent more time in the Outer Hebrides than I have
and many of their favourite haunts are on the west of Harris and Lewis. I have marked Paul’s rock and Norman’s
rock on the enclosed chart. Norman did not hit his rock but noticed the sounder drop with alarm and returned to
investigate and reported to UKHO.
Now here is the test! If you can’t see Norman’s rock (should be 1m. not 7.7) you have not updated your chart
since 2019. If you can’t see my rock you have not updated your chart since 2005.

Westbound Adventurer ready for the 2021 season
I think it would be too much information right now to open the can of worms about updating digital charts.
Maybe a tale for another time.
Did you pass the test? I suspect most CCC members will have failed but there is no shame in that as there are so
many variables making chart corrections an uphill struggle.
There is however one test which you must not fail and this is my last paragraph. The good news is that Edward
Mason and his team have done most of the work for us. Our world class Sailing Directions are corrected at the
start of each sailing season. It only takes a few clicks of a mouse to find and download them then select those
relevant to your cruising plans.
Edward’s warning: If Paul or Norman find a new rock this season it won’t appear in CCC corrections until April
2022 so perhaps the most prudent of prudent navigators should check UKHO weekly NTMs!
Do you have the latest editions of our Sailing Directions? If not get them now. Cheap as chips! Shame on you if
you dont.

Digital Archivist wanted.
With the closure of the Washington Street CCC office, and the movement of some archived materials (including
every journal since the beginning), and other historical material, it will be a good idea to archive some of this
digitally. So the club seeks a volunteer to be hon archivist.
In our 111th year, it seems a good chance to get up to date, and historical material might get used more if it
were available remotely, digitally.
You'd need a computer, scanner, internet access, and an idea on how you'd go about this. Experience in such a
task would be a great head start!
Publications, have copies of the sailing directions going back about 20 years, already in digital format, and these
too could be incorporated in the CCC Archive.
We have such a wonderful heritage, from the days of sepia photos of a century ago, through to colour appearing
in printed material in the 1960s to 70s, such a resource would be welcomed by many seeking to do research on
boats, builders, regattas, races, and the crusing activities of the club and its members.
If you're interested in this project, please contact Jennifer by email or phone and discuss how to take this
further.

Spring General Meeting
The 2021 SGM was held on Wednesday 24th March, and attended by X members all attending by Zoom.
The financial report was delivered by the treasurer, who was able to report that the Government assistance
sought and received along with some very tight financial management has brought the club through the pandemic
in reasonable shape.
The clusure of the Glasgow office, and Jennifer working from home, along with economies made at Bardowie by
the DS team have reduce the expenditure. Income has remained similar to previous years from memberships,
though dinghy training income was down of course, and any small surpluses from regatta activity were absent.
In addition, the opportunity was taken to look at this years planned activities, the Scottish Series, the Tunnock's
Flotilla, the Tobermory Race and the subsequent cruise to Vatersay all got some exposure in the hope that our
staycations this year will boost the numbers participating.
Of particular interest is the reviavl of the traditional Tobermory Race, in its 2 parts. Rothesay to Ardrishaig as
part 1, then a saunter through the Crinan Canal, then on the 3rd day, the race from Ardfern to Tobermory.
Opinion was sought from those attending the SGM as to the option to sail from Rothesay round the Mull to Crinan
(option on part 1), and those attending showed a real interest in this route too. Social events such as dining
arranegements at both Ardfern and Tobermory will only be able to be finalised closer to the time to be in accord
with the social distancing and other Coronovirus regulations of the day. But there will be something ranging from
a communal BBQ, to perhaps food to collect and take back to boats if social distancing prevents gathering
together.

Charities that sail
By Geoff Crowley
We all know of the RNLI as a famous maritime charity, but lesser known are Scottish charities that promote
sailing as a sport, leisure and means of extension of life to various disadvantaged and people who otherwise
would not get out on the water. Here we look at two Scottish Charities that get people out sailing on Scottish
waters, who might otherwise never get that opportunity.

Autism on the Water
One such charity is AOTW, or Autism on the Water. Started by Murray MacDonald, autistic himself, in 2016.
Originally just a small Facebook group, with no plan, no lofty ambitions or ideas to be come an organisation
owning 2 boats and taking dozens of autistic people
out of their confines, and onto the open sea. The seed
Murray planted grew. In 2018 is acquired a Hunter
707, and took it to higher profile events racing in the
Scottish Series, West Highland Week and similar, and
with some success. Attendance at such events has
helped promote the charity enormously, and attracted
the attention of even more supporters.
In 2019 AOTW registered as a charity, and started
garnering even more support, from a growing list of
commercial and private supporters. Now approaching
30 commercial supporters, AOTW enjoys many
donations in kind for such as berthing, spares, sails and the various kit required to safely sail with autistic and
other people.
Getting involvement from higher profile people such as 2017 Volvo Ocean race skipper David Kitt (SHK Skallywag)
in 2019, where as crew on the 707, AOTW managed 4 race wins and 4th in class. David's involvement has led to
many international connections from Australia and Hong Kong to USA and Antigua.
Late last year in the midst of a pandemic, and its various stages of lockdown, an opportunity to buy a Colvic
Victor 34 came up, and AOTW scurried round to raise the funds to purchase. In just 27 hours, mainly using the
Facebook medium, the money was raised, the purchase made and since then, as restrictions allow, the boat has
been prepared for what Murray hopes will be the best season yet.
The Colvic has been renamed as “Confidence” to recognise the main advantage that sailing gives autistic people –
the confidence to do exciting things, new things, activity testing and developing the social skills that some
autistics need developing. Currently in Edinburgh, Confidence will be based this year at Rhu Marina (another kind
supporter), and take day sails on the Clyde, and some special Crinan Canal transits in association with another
supporter ‐ Scottish Canals. The canal journey, with the need to
coordinate sluice winders, gate pushers, and boat crew is a real test
for autistics, but in such a fun way that the skill development that
some others take for granted, is stretched and exercised. It's also an
opportunity to be part of a boat crew without any risk of fear of the
wide sea – yet! The 707 made several transits in recent years and the
queue to join in was a delight to see.
Other plans for this year ‐ Covid restrictions permitting – include some
sailing out of Oban, Murray's old stomping ground, and a special trip
to Barra, where from Castle Bay, trips for Autistic people there will be
arranged.
AOTW is a great example of a charity growing from the seed of an idea, and with a chairman who is autistic
himself, will never loose sight of its objectives to help autistic people learn new activities that challenge and
promote their social and physical skills.

able2sail
able2sail, or A2S as it is sometimes colloquially known, became a registered charity in 2006, and was formed
largely by teachers, some of them specialists in disables students. The first, and until last year, Chair of the
charity was Gerry Campbell, herself a teacher at a special school. Many of the founders had no experience in
sailing, but they soon learned, some gaining formal RYA qualifications later.
A2S used borrowed or chartered yachts initially to take people with disabilities and the disadvantaged out sailing
for day sails, then in 2007 raised funds to sail a
Bavaria 46 from 2008. Enlisting help from Billy

A Bavaria 45 same as the new able2sail

Connolly, they launched “able2sail” as they named
the yacht at Kip, and that has been the home base for
the charity since.
In 2013 a generous gift from John MacMillan of a
Grand Banks motor launch enabled two sets of boat
trips at the same time, and the extra boat kept the 60
volunteers busy taking whole families of a disabled
child, and others at a time, either motoring or sailing
on the Clyde. Some 160‐180 “clients” are taken out

sailing each year by the volunteers. Typically a skipper and a crew or 2‐3 able sailors, many RYA qualified to at
least Competent Crew level, usually one a first aider, are
able to accommodate a family of 2 to 5, often including
the parents of a disabled child. All delight in seeing seals,
birds, perhaps a porpoise, but always in the thrill of being
on a boat – especially one that ”leans over”.
In 2020 A2S took delivery of a replacement boat, having
sold the other two to part finance the new Beneteau
Oceanis 46.1, and then the pandemic interrupted plans
for that year, though some volunteers had some training
on this specially adapted vessel.
The Grand Banks A2S used to own.
As a volunteer myself, its is immensely satisfying to see
young people, normally wheelchair bound on a yacht
enjoying what we sailors can often take for granted. I well remember a carer accompanying a quite challenged
young person, gasping. “That's the first time I've seen him smile”.
Now with the new boat, A2S hopes that an even greater variety of restricted abilities can be catered for.
But big boat sailing isn't all that A2S does. There's a Youth Forum that tends to sail smaller boats, at Castle
Semple and other places. Taking younger, often disabled or disadvantaged people and teaching them to race,
great success has been seen. 2017 saw competition
at the Sheffield Special Olympics, and then in 2019
a bronze at the Special Olympics held in AbuDhabi.
In 2018, the competitive team won the RYA
Sailability Team of the Year award.
Of course there are many other charities that sail,
and some on the Clyde and other waters round
Scotland, but these are two local and visible
examples, that can often be seen in the waters as
we sail. Let us hope and support them s they can
continue to introduce less fortunate people than
ourselves to this great sport and leisure activity
that we all enjoy so much.
The new Bavaria ready to launch on the Clyde

The Brian Black Environmental Award.
Yachting Monthly has established the Brian Black Memorial Award for marine environmental
journalism. Here are the details of how to enter.
Reprinted from Yachting Monthly. By Theo Stocker

The Brian Black Memorial Award for marine environmental journalism to celebrate sailing adventures which shed
a fresh light on marine environmental issues through inspiring journalism.

Entry criteria
Entries should be in electronic written format as Microsoft Word or Plain Text documents with no inserted
images.
Images should be supplied by Drop Box link and should be clearly labelled in the file name and with a list of
images in the text document.
Links to supporting video can be included but will not form part of the judging decision.
Entries should be between 2,000 and 3,000 words and articles above this length will not be considered.
The entry must be the original work of the author and not have been previously published.
Images submitted need not have been taken solely by the author, but they should be specific to the project or
voyage, and the author must have written permission to submit the images for publication in print and online.
Images and articles may be shared in their original context by supporting organisations and sponsors for the
purpose of promoting the award.
Entries should be submitted no later than 8 August 2021. Entries received after this date will not be
considered.
Entries should be submitted by email to yachtingmonthly@futurenet.com, with Brian Black Memorial Award in
the subject line.

Additional guidance
Applications are invited from anyone who has recently used a sailing boat to explore an environmental issue
about which they are passionate.

The voyage should ideally have been undertaken in UK, European or Arctic waters to reflect Brian and Lesley
Black’s lifelong commitment to this area.
The judges are looking for great stories told well and will focus primarily on the quality of the writing.
Articles should be illustrated with beautiful photography
Articles should inform, educate and inspire the reader about a particular area and environmental issue.

Judging
The panel of judges includes:

Round the world race winner, multiple world champion Mike Golding OBE
Six‐time circumnavigator and Volvo Ocean Race skipper Dee Caffari MBE
Conservation expert Dr Robert Brown OBE
Marine environmental consultant and daughter of Brian and Lesley Black, Sarah Brown
The Yachting Monthly editorial team

Prizes
The winning entry will receive:
A cash prize of £1,000 a
A donation of £500 to their environmental project or charity of choice
Publication of their work in Yachting Monthly magazine and website
An original artwork inspired by the winning entry by son of Brian and Les, artist Kieron Black
A presentation hosted by Yachting Monthly and the judging panel
A physical award
The right to use the award logo
The winner for this year’s will be announced at the Southampton Boat Show (COVID restrictions permitting)
The award is supported by:
RYA
Imray
Royal Highland Yacht Club
Irish Cruising Club
Ocean Cruising Club
The Green Blue
Sea‐Changers

The RYA has produced lots of useful information for members, clubs and the sailing community to assist in
understanding how the various Coronovirus restrictions affect our sport and hobby.
We reproduce some of that information here, but there is a lot more available on the RYA website and you are
encouraged to look there for guidance.

Noticeboard

Space here for any members notices. For sale, help wanted, Wanted to buy, notice of an event. Whatever you'd
like. Just email your notice details for the next Tidelines. Time critical notices not advised, as Tidelines is not a
weekly, but a 3‐4 times a year publication. Next edition will be sometime in the autumn.

From the CCC Website events diary...
April 15 Dinghy Racing starts Thursday nights
17/18 Solo Traveller Event ‐ Dinghy Section
May 1 Bute Race Inverkip to Largs NoR here
4 Block 1 Dinghy Instruction starts ‐ until week
commencing 24 May. Book online
https://clydecruisingclub.org/login
15 Open Day Dinghy Section
28‐31 CCC Scottish Series, including GBR IRC
Scottish National Championships
31 Tunnocks Flotilla ‐ to raise funds for RNLI.
June 1 Block 2 Dinghy Instruction starts ‐ until
week commencing 21 June. Book online
https://clydecruisingclub.org/login
10‐12 St Kilda Challenge (details here)
12/13 Clyde Muster ‐ Race, Cruise and BBQ Wreck
Bay, including Ladies' and Juniors' Race
13‐19 Post St Kilda Challenge Cruise: Lochmaddy,
Harris, Stornoway
https://www.thestkildachallenge.co.uk/
19 Inter Schools Laird (Dinghies)
20 Rediscover Sailing and Brazill Trophy at Dinghy
Section, Bardowie Loch
28 Start of Summer School ‐ Dinghy tuition at
Bardowie Loch
July 2‐3 Ailsa Craig Race. (2 handed race)
In celebration of the Club's 111th Anniversary:
17 Tobermory Race Part I, Rothesay to Ardrishaig
with option to go Round the Mull
18 Muster at Ardfern in the evening
19 Tobermory Race Part II + muster at the Western
Isles Hotel, Tobermory in the evening
20‐28 111th Anniversary Cruise
August 7 Loch Spelve Muster and mussel party
7 Dinghy Section Regatta
14 Duncans' Challenger Regatta
21 Tarbert Race
September 11/12 CCC North Clyde Regatta
18 Largs 'try a keel boat or dinghy' Day
25 Tarbert Race and Closing Muster at Tarbert
November 23 AGM
28 Dinner, Dance and Prize Giving

webinars on 'Anchoring
The Green Blue will be running two
our seabed habitats’, on
& Mooring with Care ‐ protecting
n 8‐9pm.
the 8th and 22nd of April betwee
en Blue, and Loveday
Join Kate Fortnam, from The Gre
ation Trust, to learn more
Trinick, from the Ocean Conserv
grass, why this habitat is
about seabed habitats such as sea
that recreational boaters
important, and the best practice
ring to help safeguard
can adopt when anchoring and moo
seabed habitats.
enblue.org.uk/get
Registration link: https://thegre
involved/webinars‐2/

‐

Flags for sale.
Still have a bundle of high quality
linen flags with brass
Inglefield clips (hardly used).
£10 posted. To CCC funds. email
Geoff Crowley
(geoffrey.crowley@googlemail.com
)

